**The Chamber Singers**  
Linda Larson, conductor  
Hollie Lacy, accompanist

| Women            | Chiere Griffin, NC  
|------------------|---------------------|  
|                  | Abigail Hawkins, NC  
|                  | Bailey Lail, NC  
|                  | Samantha Latino, NC  
|                  | Kristen Maile, NC  
|                  | Frances Molenhauer, NC  |

| Men              | Emily Olson, SC  
|------------------|                    |  
|                  | Caydie Sickles, NC  
|                  | Camden Stoltz, NC  
|                  | Maddie Sockl, NC  
|                  | Clay Cooper, NC  |

**The Wind Ensemble**  
John Stanley Ross, conductor

| Flute            | Sydney Horner, NC  
|------------------|---------------------|  
|                  | Kyrie Washington, NC  
|                  | Jazlyn Hardwick, NC  
|                  | Catherine Edmundson, NC  |

| Oboe             | Emily Jones, NC  
|------------------|---------------------|  
|                  | Kernen Mayer, NC  
|                  | Melody Shuffler, NC  |

| Bassoon          | Christina Hassell, NC  
|------------------|---------------------|  
|                  | Christopher Maloukis, NC  
|                  | Brianna Canwell, NC  |

**Clarinet**  
Matthew Wise, NC  
Seven Letinna, FL  
Robert Lazier, NC

**Trumpet**  
Nicholas Lipsett, NC  
Samuel Kettle, TN  
Jonathan Robey, NC  
John Howard III, NC  
Marcil Lewick, NC  
Tyrone Williamson, Jr., NC  
Ashmon Grider, NC  
Tanner Morrison, NC

**Trombone**  
Fred Lasson, NC  
Truman Matter, GA  
Quana Collins, NC  
McKinley Baker, NC  
Garrick Kelley, NC  
Jason Wise, NC

**Euphonium**  
Matthew Wise, NC  
Seven Letinna, FL  
Robert Lazier, NC

**Tuba**  
Nicki Cunningham, FL  
Malakenna Turner, FL  
Allison Ward, NC

**String Bass**  
Tayna Andrews, FL  
Emma Beaud, NC

**Percussion**  
Brandon Bozward, FL  
Richie Lane, NC  
Bryan Borders, NC  
Ty Maldan, NC  
Sarah Smith, NC  
Jake Thompson, SC

---

**Appalachian State University**  
**Hayes School of Music**  
*presents a*

**Kaleidoscope Concert**  
*for the Forty-Eighth Season of*

**Cannon Music M百强**

---

**Sunday, July 3, 2016 • 2:00PM**  
**Rosen Concert Hall • Broyhill Music Center**
**Cannon Music Camp**

**Kaleidoscope Concert**

**Sunday, July 3, 2016 - 2:00pm**

String Quartet in G minor, opus 74, No. 3 [the Horseman] Finale

*Allegro con brio*

The Stars and Stripes Forever

**Honors String Quartet – coached by Nancy Bargerstock**

Maddie Stohl, NC–violin I  
Jenna Carson, FL–violin II  
Adam Pence, NC– viola  
Jaeyoung Jung, NC– cello

Quintet in G Minor, Op. 56, No. 2  
*II Andante*  
*IV Allegretto*

**Honors Woodwind Quintet – coached by Jon Beebe**

Anna Goodnight, NC – flute  
Melody Shaffer, NC – oboe  
Michelle Jaluvka, NC – clarinet  
Drew Mincy, NC – horn  
Christina Hazell, NC – bassoon

Sonata from Die Bänkelsängerlieder  
*Contrapunctus IX*

**Honors Brass Quintet – coached by Beth Wiese**

TJ Tucker, NC – trumpet I  
Nicholas Lipsette, NC – trumpet II  
Steven Campos, NC – horn  
Jack Trathen, NC– trombone  
Nikki Cunningham, FL– tuba

**Rialto Ripples**

*George Gershwin*  
(1898-1937)  
arr. William Perconti

**Honors Saxophone Quartet – coached by Scott Kallestad**

Stuart Whitehead, NC – soprano  
Emmanuel Amerson, NC – alto  
Josh Gerber, NJ – tenor  
Ben Carlson, NC – baritone

**The Willow Tree**

*English folk-song*  
arr. John Rutter  
(b. 1945)

**Salmo 150**

*Ernani Aguiar*  
(b. 1950)

**The Chamber Singers**

**Honors Saxophone Quartet – coached by Scott Kallestad**

Linda Larson, conductor  
**Hollie Lacy, accompanist**

**Olympic Fanfare and Theme**

*John Williams*  
(b. 1932)  
arr. James Curnow

**Pageant**

*Vincent Persichetti*  
(1915-1987)

**The Stars and Stripes Forever**

*John Philip Sousa*  
(1854-1932)

**The Wind Ensemble**

**John Stanley Ross, conductor**

Cannon Music Camp would like to acknowledge the continuing financial support of The Mariam and Robert Hayes Charitable Trust. Without it, this outstanding musical experience would not be possible.

Cannon Music Camp is also grateful for the contributions of our Corporate Sponsor, Holiday Inn Express of Boone.

The next Cannon Music Camp concert will be Friday, July 8 at 7:00PM and will feature faculty in the second of two recitals.

All Cannon Music Camp concerts are recorded by 421 Music Studio of Wilkesboro, NC and will be available during the Finale concerts.

Personal audio and video recording of Cannon Music Camp concerts is prohibited.